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Dnd 5e phb errata

... and the boom is going on dynamite. So it wasn't an April Fool's joke. Aside from the Healing Spirit, the rest seems rather trivial. Am I missing something? Aside from the Healing Spirit, the rest seems rather trivial. Am I missing something? Most of them, although the ancestors of the Guardian, seem to
get nerf (from d8s to d6s) and Xanathar version of the study idle actions have become cheaper. Is the Soul Trap removed from the Wizard's spell list? Man, I bought special editions of the basic rule books because I thought they finished with errata for them. At least PHB has only two very minor changes.
Is the Soul Trap removed from the Wizard's spell list? Since this note has no NEW before it, it means that the changes have been in place since at least 2018 errata. Am hoping that out of the abyss errata means that we are finally going to get a Roll20 version of this very good module. But I know I'm
grasping at straws. Most of them, although the ancestors of the Guardian, seem to get nerf (from d8s to d6s) and Xanathar version of the study idle actions have become cheaper. Wait, are we doing 4E-style lovers/nerfs in 5E now? I thought they said they would only be figuring out the misunderstandings
in 5E. Did I just miss it before - I admit, given their say they don't do 4E-style errata, I've been paying as little attention to them. I mean, it's a giant nerf for healing the Spirit right there, and no doubt 4E-style, because it wasn't just a missing text, or a misunderstanding. Seriously? They're doing Errat
Mordenkaien and not fixing the Winter Eladrin? It actually makes me upset. I find it funny they fixed Red Abishai, as we found in one campaign, these things were hitting too hard. Wait, are we doing 4E-style lovers/nerfs in 5E now? I thought they said they would only be figuring out the misunderstandings
in 5E. Did I just miss it before - I admit, given their say they don't do 4E-style errata, I've been paying as little attention to them. The text in this paragraph has always been d6, but they copied a table from UA that said it was d8's. This is just an explanation (although I still use d8 anyway) the text in
paragraph is always d6, but they copied the table from UA that said d8's. This is just an explanation (although I still use d8 anyway) yes, but the Healing Spirit thing is a giant change that turns the spell from excessive power to kinda dodgy. This is a classic 4E-style nerf. Wait, are we doing 4E-style
lovers/nerfs in 5E now? I thought they said they would only be figuring out the misunderstandings in 5E. Did I just miss it before -- I admit, given their say they don't make a 4E style errata, I drew like zero to them. It was a printing error, not a nerf. Table and text text The values of the bones in them; one
was right, the other wasn't. Crawford was asked about it on the first day of Xanatar's release. Yes, but Healing the Spirit is a thing of gigantic change that transforms the spell from excessive power to kinda dodgy. This is a classic 4E-style nerf. Yes, we've known (and argued) about this nerf for weeks.
Yes, we've known (and argued) about this nerf for weeks. Interesting. I've been playing a ton of 5E the last few weeks (playing a weekly game for the first time since my teens), so thought I'd head here to see how things are going. Sorry for being out of the loop! Page 2 is interesting. I've been playing a
ton of 5E the last few weeks (playing a weekly game for the first time since my teens), so thought I'd head here to see how things are going. Sorry for being out of the loop! No problem, I don't expect everyone to keep up (I certainly don't) just wanted to foreshadow you, if you see some still hot debates to
log in or sign up to remove this ad oh, it's interesting. They have changed the transmission of life to make the necrotic damage you take to the irreparable. This is actually a relatively big change for this spell. Yes, but Healing the Spirit is a thing of gigantic change that transforms the spell from excessive
power to kinda dodgy. This is a classic 4E-style nerf. Then don't use it? You say HS was more powered, then you complain that they fixed it? I don't get it. It's broken, but how dare you try to fix it! Most of them, although the ancestors of the Guardian, seem to get nerf (from d8s to d6s) and Xanathar
version of the study idle actions have become cheaper. I don't think they are actually designed to make research cheaper. I think they misread these numbers, since reading before you could benefit from one week of research, you need two. Honestly, it never came up, so I never noticed it before. Then
don't use it? You say HS was more powered, then you complain that they fixed it? I don't get it. It's broken, but how dare you try to fix it! I don't think they fixed it, I think it went from overpowering a bit of crap, skipping the fixed. What's more, I ran and played 5E based on a very specific understanding -
that they weren't willing to do any big buffs/nerfs/fixes for literally anything in the game, and thus I have to judge the game based on that. Once you get rid of this and start making big buffs and nerfs like this, then a lot of other problems with 5E become open to questions. Yes, it's overpowered, it needs a
reduction in power - but there are other things that need it, and there are even more things that are ridiculously weak and can do with the job. So now I expect work to happen? Or not? It shines another, 4E-like (I loved 4E BTW) light on 5E. I suppose that's what the hottest debate I hear about revolve
around. What's wrong Winter Eladrin? And you mean race or monster stat block? Monster statblock. They are horribly under-ruled compared to other eladrin. They only have 10 Dex, giving the elf/fairies a race of 0 pounds for their attacks. They only have 13 Cha, which is odd for The Fay (all the other
eladrin have 18), and all their damage from their attacks doesn't include the damage to the rider that every other Eladrin has (1d8 for spring, who are casters focusing on the spell, 4d8 for healing-based autumn, and 1d8 fire for the summer) It's just really really jarring. Threw us out for a full cycle when
THE DM gave us an Eladrin squad to help us fight some invading devils and realized that winter was so weak. (Yes, they have a cold cone that doesn't justify the rest of it) The easiest fix for Winter Eladrin is to make them cone and storm 3/day. What's more, I ran and played 5E based on a very specific
understanding - that they weren't willing to do any big buffs/nerfs/fixes for literally anything in the game, and thus I have to judge the game based on that. Once you get rid of this and start making big buffs and nerfs like this, then a lot of other problems with 5E become open to questions. Yes, it's
overpowered, it needs a reduction in power - but there are other things that need it, and there are even more things that are ridiculously weak and can do with the job. So now I have to expect that work to happen? Or not? It shines another, 4E-like (I loved 4E BTW) light on 5E. I suppose that's what the
hottest debate I hear about revolve around. This is still a common position. Whether it's technically errata is something that can be discussed, but it's not the first time there has been a correction that nerfed/buffed something. But overall I wouldn't expect something like this from WotC, their few and fare in
between. So if you think that something needs tweaked (buff/nerf/fix), you should go ahead and do it - don't wait at WotC. This is still a common position. Whether it's technically errata is something that can be discussed, but it's not the first time there has been a correction that nerfed/buffed something.
But overall I wouldn't expect something like this from WotC, their few and fare in between. So if you think that something needs tweaked (buff/nerf/fix), you should go ahead and do it - don't wait at WotC. Yes, I just find it really doubtful when they do it. Especially since they overnerfed here way past even
what they had previously proposed as an extra approach for a spell that was a 2x stat mod. So instead of likely healing for an absolute maximum of 6d6 to 10d6 (i.e. an average of 21 to an average of 35), it heals for 4d6 to 6d6, which, frankly, is a bit pathetic. Prayer Healing Heals for 2d8'mod at Up to Six
so let's say 2d8'3, and let's assume that only 4 characters, symbols, heals it's an average of 48 right there! Even if it heals only 3, it's an average of 36, which is more. Also, Prayer is one action and fire and forget, while the Spirit probably requires you to use a series of bonus actions to move it. It was
certainly funny out of the fight, so I don't mind that it's being fixed, but why deal with these kinds of overcorrections when you also refuse to fix problems, including the ones they're now producing? Finally it was time to consider all the errata. Not much new indeed, or very important IMO (assuming you were
either fine with HS before or already the house ruled fix that our table did). Looks like the April Fool's joke was real. Seriously though, I guess I was just expecting too much. Well, if others are happy with that, that's good. Prayer Healing has a 10-minute throw time. My bad - can you say I've never played
Cleric in 5E? Well, until last Friday. I still think it's overnerf given the size of inequality, and that they've gone far beyond what Crawford (who posts more conservative takes on things than literally any other official WotC dude) has suggested. It's not just a low-effort spell in combat. I, for one, am glad that
WotC has ceased to be afraid of fixing things. I, for one, am glad that WotC has ceased to be afraid of fixing things. Yes, but now they have to make a decision. Are they going to fix broken things or not? And if so, will they work better than this, which was frankly shoddy work? You can't just fix one random
thing and leave the rest broken, I say, even if the rest is mostly broken in the other direction. Yes, but Healing the Spirit is a thing of gigantic change that transforms the spell from excessive power to kinda dodgy. This is a classic 4E-style nerf. I agree with you. It was a 4e-style errata. People like them
swore they'd never do it again. Yes, but now they have to make a decision. Are they going to fix broken things or not? And if so, will they work better than this, which was frankly shoddy work? You can't just fix one random thing and leave the rest broken, I say, even if the rest is mostly broken in the other
direction. Of course they can, they just did! Page 3 OF PHB errata fixed a few feats, but above all: Sentinel can be used in achieving Polearm Master can be used with spears I think most grandmasters have done it anyway, but its nice to have it in writing. Last edited: April 9, 2020 log in or sign up to
remove this ad Course, they can, they just did! It just happened! Well yes, I think it's certainly true, but I mean in rational and ethical that you need to take a consistent stance on these things rather than swoop in and actually-nerf a particular spell. There's so many things that, in their own way, are broken
that they leave for us as a DM fix that it just seems very strange. If this is like some of the last things in the UA (some of which are already so so in my group, it will cause problems if they don't put it in), is a prelude to 5.5E, well, well, I guess. I hope that's all there is. It just happened! Well yes, I think that's
certainly true, but I mean in a rational and ethical sense that you need to take a consistent stance on these things rather than swoop in and actually-nerf a particular spell. There's so many things that, in their own way, are broken that they leave for us as a DM fix that it just seems very strange. If this, like
some of the last things in UA (some of which are already so ingrained in my group, it will cause problems if they don't put it in), is a prelude to 5.5E, well, well, I guess. I hope that's all there is. No. I just think you're taking it more seriously than they do option 5.5 which changes the basic function of several
5E elements. Yes, but Healing the Spirit is a thing of gigantic change that transforms the spell from excessive power to kinda dodgy. This is a classic 4E-style nerf. That Errata was making the match as Crawford said the spell was expected to work on Twitter at the time though: he had never seen the
overpowered aspect as nothing more than a corner case, so they patched up a corner. Speaking as a DM whose players have used the heck of healing spirits for centuries (after every tough battle with conga line through the spirit), I'm really excited about this change! My bad - can you say I've never
played Cleric in 5E? Well, until last Friday. I still think it's overnerf given the size of inequality, and that they've gone far beyond what Crawford (who posts more conservative takes on things than literally any other official WotC dude) has suggested. It's not just a low-effort spell in combat. It's still a 4-6
bone healing for a second-tier spell. That's a good indicator. That's about the same level now with custom spell rules. Much closer anyway. While out-fighting healing doesn't need nerf, it doesn't need a positive effect, either, and 10d6 healing for all party members for a Tier 2 spell is clearly egregious.
Speaking as a DM whose players have used the heck of healing spirits for centuries (after every tough battle with conga line through the spirit), I'm really excited about this change! You dm. You players only use what you are allowed to do. Monster statblock. They are horribly under-ruled compared to
other eladrin. They only have 10 Dex, giving the elf/fairies a race of 0 pounds for their attacks. They only have 13 cha, which is strange to Faye (all other eladrin have 18) and all their damage from their attack does not include rider, which every other Eladrin has (1d8 for spring, which are casters focusing
on charm, 4d8 for for Based autumn, and 1d8 fire for summer) It's just really really jarring. Threw us out for a full cycle when THE DM gave us an Eladrin squad to help us fight some invading devils and realized that winter was so weak. (Yes, they have a cold cone that doesn't justify the rest of it) Can you
email wotc or tweet Jeremy Crawford about it? I thought the original version of the spell was a joke, and not in a good way. Fair enough, but the fix is not a good fix and more importantly the means of making this fix was awful. Promised that they would not make this 4e style use of errata to balance the
game stuff. They could say that the intention has always been to spell only the influence of the PC once for casting, or something like that. But limiting it to a caster mod is pretty egregious it wasn't the intention we were just nerfing this after telling everyone was well for years. Am hoping that out of the
abyss errata means that we are finally going to get a Roll20 version of this very good module. But I know I'm grasping at straws. I had to finish 2.5 years out of the abyss of the campaign at Roll20 sometime this summer, so knowing how things are going, they should release it right after that. Monster



statblock. They are horribly under-ruled compared to other eladrin. They only have 10 Dex, giving the elf/fairies a race of 0 pounds for their attacks. They only have 13 Cha, which is odd for The Fay (all the other eladrin have 18), and all their damage from their attacks doesn't include the damage to the
rider that every other Eladrin has (1d8 for spring, who are casters focusing on the spell, 4d8 for healing-based autumn, and 1d8 fire for the summer) It's just really really jarring. Threw us out for a full cycle when THE DM gave us an Eladrin squad to help us fight some invading devils and realized that
winter was so weak. (Yes, they have a cold cone that doesn't justify the rest of it) Can you email wotc or tweet Jeremy Crawford about it? I think I might not have done Twitter and I just realized because no one ever seemed to comment on it that everyone else was OK with it. Never thought about emailing
the company about it. Do they have an email account for things like this? I understand the importance of RAW and what WotC does. But I think some of you are just way emotionally attached to it. It's just not that important. These are just rules for the game, and the first rule has always been: change the
rules to fit your table. Wait, are we doing 4E-style lovers/nerfs in 5E now? I thought they said they would only be figuring out the misunderstandings in 5E. Did I just miss it sooner -- I admit, given their saying that they do 4E style errata, I drew as zero attention to them. I mean, it's a giant nerf for healing
the Spirit right there, and no doubt 4E-style, because it wasn't just missing text, text, Misunderstanding. As others pointed out, this particular one was the appropriate text and table - one had d6s and one had d8s. But we made 4e style a new subsection errata back in 2018. They added a new section to
DMG that any effects of the same name didn't stack up, extending to the existing PHB section that spells of the same name didn't stack. Wait, are we doing 4E-style lovers/nerfs in 5E now? I thought they said they would only be figuring out the misunderstandings in 5E. Did I just miss it before - I admit
given their sayng they don't do 4E-style errata, I was paying like zero attention to them. I mean, it's a giant nerf for healing the Spirit right there, and no doubt 4E-style, because it wasn't just a missing text, or a misunderstanding. Only for this one spell, because it was almost universally decided that it is an
OP. The designer's intentions were in combat use, but it was ridiculously better outside the fight. IIRC, Jeremy Crawford proposed this change as a house rule on Twitter just weeks after XGtE came out, due to the number of people seeing abuse. As for the actual nerf, I'm not a fan. It's now still useful in
combat, but the total amount of healing like a 2nd level spell is kinda meh if your ability spells 18-20 (rarely at low levels if the dice rolls are lucky). When up it gets better but then starts to fall at about the 5-6th level slot. While I feel nerf was necessary, I feel it has gone too much different direction, making
it sub-par to higher level characters to use it. PHB errata fixed a few feats, but above all: Sentinel can not be used in the reach of Polearm master can be used with spears I think most grandmasters did it anyway, but its nice to have it in writing. It's an old mistake. The only new material is a very minor
explanation for the secret trickster and clarification that heavy weapon ownership refers to tiny creatures as well as small ones. They also forgot to label the new Out of the Abyss errata with the tag NEW. I just compared the new and old and new material Ofrgar Soulblade changes and Orcus lair change
actions. I just don't understand why they waited so long to do errata. I think it just wasn't a priority, but now that they're all in lock and working from home, they suddenly have time to deal with minor things like errata fixes. Page 4 I understand the importance of RAW and what WotC does. But I think some
of you are just way emotionally attached to it. It's just not that important. These are just rules for the game, and the first rule has always been: change the rules to fit your table. For me, it's I built the characters around RAW just to have them closed DM that arbitrarily make ordinances so we could have fun,
but it's not fun having a player do the same thing that you built The whole character is around for free because of some cool rule. The rules, as written, are important because they are written. It's a link. We can go back to them. This is the reason why there is a dispute with this errata right now; people
don't like when written things change because the adjustment feels harsh and, for some, unnecessary. DM seems to talk about session zeroing things out, too. But it's rare for a DM that doesn't strictly adhere to the rules so as not to come up with a ruling by pulling out from outside the books in the middle
of the campaign. I can't build character around that. Also, there are some players who will use on-the-fly rulings to abuse the game, mostly unintentionally, and you make yourself seem amateur at best when you rip their clever decision off them when you realize their strategy is transferred to Let the
Master throw a fireball with their high spellslot then let them tiny huts in the BBEG bedroom so they can do it again. Every fight. I just want to play a vanilla game and not modded to hell and back like one of Bethesda's open world games. log in or sign up to remove this ad There was never a description of
the spell, it just appeared on the list. It just fixes this error. So the lichens are gone? At least in previous editions, the soul trap was one of the main spells to turn into a lich. It's probably an old errata, but why exactly are they nerf elementary monk? I've never heard anything say they're OP. I wouldn't call
the change in elemental Attunement a nerf. What is the definition next to 5e? 5 feet? Ten feet? 1 mile? 30 feet of concrete. In addition, Elemental Attunement is usually re-qualified at the earliest opportunity. Ruin the Explorer, your reaction is priceless! As someone that also didn't keep up with Errata, I
was surprised when later PHB print versions appeared at the table. Sentinel feat in particular comes to mind. What happened to measure in half, cut once? I'm fine with the revised PHB released. Include the original classes, the revised classes that need to be made, and all the spells from all the books
currently published. Hopefully this is including some fixes to spells that stink. While a big change, I wouldn't call it as drastic as say 3.5, where the Damage Resistance has become another beast in general. Evergreen forests need periodic forest fires to maintain health. So do evergreen gaming systems.
So the lichens are gone? At least in previous editions, the soul trap was one of the main spells to turn into a lich. If I remember correctly (can't access my PHB at the moment), there's a prison spell that includes soul capture as one of the options as you to prison. If I remember correctly (can't access my
PHB at the moment), there's a prison spell that includes soul capture as an option how do you put someone in jail. This is. A minimus of deterrence. The target is compressed to a height of 1 inch and is sharpened inside gemstones or a similar object. Light can pass through the gem normally (allows the
purpose to see and other creatures to see in), but nothing else can pass, even through teleportation or planning travel. The gemstone cannot be cut or broken until the spell remains in force. Man, I bought special editions of the basic rule books because I thought they finished with errata for them. At least
PHB has only two very minor changes. Im glad I spent replacing my (2) 1st PHB print. 5-1/2 years seems quite a long time to still release errata for this book. I just don't understand why they waited so long to do errata. They wanted to gather data first to see if it was actually disproportionately represented
in the game, or if it only looked overpowered on paper, but in practice didn't get overrepresented. I wouldn't call the change in elemental Attunement a nerf. I mentioned that one of the elementary spells had its premises raised from the 11th to the 17th, and the other was changed to action instead of bonus
action. True, not every elemonk would accept these specific abilities, but even so, this change (which, again, probably isn't new, but I've never noticed it before) means that a monk who was going to level up before the 11th just had one of his choices taken away, and the other spell that he may already
have been (I don't remember that level of premise that one was) suddenly took longer to use. I'm fine with the revised PHB released. Include the original classes, the revised classes that need to be made, and all the spells from all the books currently published. Hopefully this is including some fixes to
spells that stink. Out of curiosity, what PHB spells would you say is bad? While a big change, I wouldn't call it as drastic as say 3.5, where the Damage Resistance has become another beast in general. This was hardly the biggest change that was made. The fall of the Rangers d10 hit the bone d8s is a
much more radical example, as well as the creeping Doom spell, and the fall of the random features of Slaad, and the like. So the lichens are gone? At least in previous editions, the soul trap was one of the main spells to turn into a lich. Well no, I mean there's a record of lyce in MM (not to mention toa),
so they've had them mostly since the beginning of 5e. Just because WotC doesn't detail something doesn't mean it ceases to exist. Minimum deterrence - sounds like a solution for power plants no? If you manage to break the precious despite the spell it would release an insane amount of energy or
would it be negative energy lol then not use it? You say HS was more powered then you complain complain fixed it? I don't get it. It's broken, but how dare you try to fix it! I think the objection is more about maintaining a reliable separation of problems. Errata should be for editing errors, for example,
mistakenly copied value, which made it in the printed version. Mechanical rebalancing should take place in a document or manual to reproduce. It's really not a mistake. Im glad I spent replacing my (2) 1st PHB print. 5-1/2 years seems quite a long time to still release errata for this book. Same here. I've
been looking forward to buying a new PHB for years, but every year or so I hold on to see if there's a new errata-corrige, and always have it, so I haven't bought it yet. At least this year the corrections are really few and insignificant (unlike last year). I think the objection is more about maintaining a reliable
separation of problems. Errata should be for editing errors, for example, mistakenly copied value, which made it in the printed version. Mechanical rebalancing should take place in a document or manual to reproduce. It's really not a mistake. Yes and no. Yes errata-corrige should be only for editing errors.
But the OCG has RAW and RAI, and sometimes RAW seemed enough to express RAI, but later it turns out that it is not, even tho RAI has not changed. The problem is that many people insist that RAW is more important, even if the results are against RAI. What I think happened with the Healing Spirit, is
that the RAI had a spell to be used in combat basically, and that the expected average amount of healing was below the theoretical maximum because of other things going on in combat prevented to achieve that goal. They didn't think fast enough that using it out of a fight, but meant to easily achieve a
much higher result. I don't believe that the missing 1 bonus limit was just an editing error (i.e. I don't think they meant that it would be there from the beginning, but overlooked its absence in the first print). What I believe is that it didn't even come to mind at the time that it was necessary in RAW in order to
perform RAI. So the new RAW now really fits the RAI. Is this a revision of the rules? Well, it's a revision of RAW, but not a revision of RAI! Last edited: April 7, 2020 They wanted to gather data first to see if it was actually disproportionately represented in the game, or if it only looked overpowered on paper,
but in practice did not get excessive. I also suspect this may have to do with when reprints occur. As Jeremy said, they errata'd Xanathar now shortly before their 4th print ... perhaps Abyss is getting another print soon too, and they that now is the time to make a couple of small erratas. IIRC, Jeremy
Crawford proposed this change as a house rule on Twitter just weeks after XGtE came out, due to the number of people seeing abuse. Not Not - It offered a much more sensible 2x stat mod, which is much closer to where it should be. I agree with your analysis repeatedly: utility in general - thrown in as a
3rd-level slot is dramatically more effective, but still I think not quite right. And that's weird, because Crawford nailed it, but apparently someone in the decision chain changed it to a lower value. Reminds me of the time Crawford was quite sensible about sidekicks, and how they should be implemented,
and apparently completely ignored and overridden by the unknown individuals who made sidekicks in 3E-style garbage (no criticism of 3E, note, just a characteristic of the particular and very inappropriate-to-5E design that they repeated). That Errata was making the match as Crawford said the spell was
expected to work on Twitter at the time though: he had never seen the overpowered aspect as nothing more than a corner case, so they patched up a corner. As I've pointed out, this goes far beyond what Crawford has proposed - it's just above half the power of his suggested value, which puts him in a
particularly bad place. They changed one problem (overpowered from the fight, not unreasonable in combat) into another problem (infirm period), while breaking their word in the process. I'm fine with them breaking their word, but if it's worth doing that for that one spell, it's worth doing it for other things.
Obviously in any campaign I run I'll follow Crawford's suggestion and suggest the DMs in the two games I play in doing the same, but it's lame and inconsistent. If you are going to go so far as to break your own word to nerf something, at least nerf it is correct. Same here. I've been looking forward to
buying a new PHB for years, but every year or so I hold on to see if there's a new errata-corrige, and always have it, so I haven't bought it yet. At least this year the corrections are really few and insignificant (unlike last year). I think if I haven't replaced both of mine yet, I can probably live without them.
Even if I did, and I'm only one and a table with the current copy, then that could create potential confusion. However, I check their price periodically, but think I'd opr for the Wildemount campaign setting first for now. So the new RAW now really fits the RAI. Is this a revision of the rules? Well, it's a revision
of RAW, but not a revision of RAI! I disagree. The value is so low that I don't believe it matches the RAI of the original spell at all. When you're probably actually casting it as a Level 2 spell, you're probably the No.3 mod statistic in the primary. This means that you get 4d6 (14 points, on average) healing
out of it, and in a battle that requires people to move through it and/or you spend bonus actions, him around, things that are not, together, trivial. Given that even ignoring out the fight, it was perfectly plausible to expect 8d6 or more total healing, I can't agree that it fits rai. While Crawford's real offer, 2x stat
mod, was pretty close to RAI. Whatever the unnamed person decided on the 1'stat mod broke RAI. I disagree. The value is so low that I don't believe it matches the RAI of the original spell at all. When you're probably actually casting it as a Level 2 spell, you're probably the No.3 mod statistic in the
primary. This means that you get 4d6 (14 points, on average) healing out of it, and in a battle that requires people to move through it and/or you spend bonus actions by moving it around, things that are not, together, trivial. Given that even ignoring out the fight, it was perfectly plausible to expect an 8d6 or
more general in combat healing, I can't agree that it fits the RAI. While Crawford's real offer, 2x stat mod, was pretty close to RAI. Whatever the unnamed person decided on the 1'stat mod broke RAI. If it were for me, I would also do it a little more than just 1'stat, but it's not the exact amount that really
defines RAI. I think rai for this spell to be effectively some sort of cure of wounds that sticks around the battlefield for a few rounds, so any computer that needs a bit of healing can go into a spell and get it. Then, in battle, how long do you think this spell is expected to last? It's a spell of concentration, so
there's a risk every round it will sizzle. Maybe if Cleric is good and lucky, he can last the whole fight. But how does the whole fight last? I don't think typical 5e fights last more than 5-6 rounds in most cases. And once again I believe for rai this spell to be in combat and not in a fight and a few rounds after
that. They could add a rule that the spell ends automatically when the meeting ends, but it's really out of touch with Rules 5e. I think the initial maximum duration of 1 minute probably meant grabbing 99.99% of the fights, but they probably haven't thought about how much extra healing all computers can
get each time the fight lasts less than 10 rounds, because if the caster manages to keep the concentration until the end, all remaining duration can be used. The sad reality is that you probably should never develop a spell like this. Since the mechanics of the spell are based on turns, it won't work well
outside the fight when you don't actually have turns, even tho you can replace the turn with 6 seconds. The spell assumes the cost of a PC using their movement, and again you don't really care about the economics of action when you're out of battle. The spell does not compare properly with the prayer of
healing, which may not be in combat and therefore has a very different RAI. Better compare it to the Cure Wounds/ Healing Word at a low level (when healing spirit potentially heals significantly more HP in total), and then with Mass Cure Wounds/ Mass Healing Word at a medium high level, and that's
where I see, see I would be more generous than 1 Wis, because once you can either throw Mass Cure Wounds (3d8'Wis for all your PCs in most cases) or the extended healing spirit (4d6 multiplied by 1 Wis), then the latter total is already a little behind and you can still lose concentration and the healing
extends to a few rounds and the PC needs to use their movement (the only advantage of SoH is more optimized use). Page 5 So keep HS the same and the ancestors of the Guardians of D8 so far. I have you. The guardian of the ancestors aligns the table and the text. The D6 is as valid in the book as
d8. This clarification of which of the two sizes to die was correct, not a change of function. Last edited: April 7, 2020 log in or register to remove this AD PHB errata fixed a few exploits, but most importantly: Sentinel can not be used in the reach of Polearm Master can be used with spears I think most
grandmasters did it anyway, but its nice to have it in writing. I think yo may have accidentally cancelled one of them. Sentinel can be used in reach with errata. Polearm Master can be used with spears with errata. I understand the importance of RAW and what WotC does. But I think some of you are just
way emotionally attached to it. It's just not that important. These are just rules for the game, and the first rule has always been: change the rules to fit your table. There is no point. I'm all for the domohole. Disaster - this is what happened with 4e. This led to literally a book of errata rebalance things and
sometimes balance things that errata caused in the first place. What contributed to the reputation of the game is that the books were not complete so why even bother to buy them if you need another book just to fix the first book. WOTC acknowledged the issue early on with 5e saying the type of errata
they'd take wouldn't be this type - where they use errata to balance something by changing the rule completely rather than just clarifying it or correcting typos. It's still a 4-6 bone healing for a second-tier spell. That's a good indicator. That's about the same level now with custom spell rules. Much closer
anyway. While out-fighting healing doesn't need nerf, it doesn't need a positive effect, either, and 10d6 healing for all party members for a Tier 2 spell is clearly egregious. Accept. Want a multi-purpose Level 2 healing spell? For in battle the Healing Spirit is a bonus of action and heals several bones. For
out of battle the Prayer of Healing takes 10 minutes to throw and heals more. It seems nicely balanced -- what to take, or use two of your prepared/famous and have in your class for each occasion? Fair enough, but the fix is not a good fix and more importantly the means of making this fix was awful.
Promised that they would not make it 4e-style using errata to balance Things. They started making these kinds of changes years ago. In 2018, they added to a whole new subsection about the effects that don't fit into DMG. Also, in 2018 they added a new weapon Polearm Master, one handed one when
before only 1H weapons were quarterstaff and there were a lot of people thinking to us that this 1H was cheese and disallowing it. Heck, you can go back earlier that with changes to the unarmed, which used to be melee weapons and then was taken out of that category, which caused a lot of waves of
effects. It was one of the first errata documents for PHB, maybe the first. This has been going on for a long time. It is not something new to be outraged or surprised by now. Same here. I've been looking forward to buying a new PHB for years, but every year or so I hold on to see if there's a new errata-
corrige, and always have it, so I haven't bought it yet. At least this year the corrections are really few and insignificant (unlike last year). The last mistakes were in 2018. So 2019 was not errata and you could buy a new PHB, and your link to last year errata as no little /minor should keep in mind something
else. Yes errata-corrige should be only for editing errors. But the OCG has RAW and RAI, and sometimes RAW seemed enough to express RAI, but later it turns out that it is not, even tho RAI has not changed. The problem is that many people insist that RAW is more important, even if the results are
against RAI. That's a pretty interesting argument. How could I say that the game designer knows his intentions and tries to express it in words. There may be different kinds of errors and omissions in this expression, and any such fair games for errata. If the purpose of errata is to repair any faults in this
expression of the supposed mechanics, then it is just as real to rewrite so that the mechanics expressed as the designer is really designed, as it would correct the mistransmitted meaning or omitted word. That is, it is the work of errata to ensure that the designer's RAI eventually becomes clear to others.
A direct challenge that would seem to say that it is not the purpose of errata to do anything against the RAI designer, but only to repair faults in editing. However, I suspect one might find ways to finagle that around to show that some fixable faults in editing would amount to shifting RAW to some RAI
anyway. So the approach that excites me more is to suggest that the designer really didn't know their intentions in the first place, for what they actually put in words. Thus, the assumption that errata may have made clear their original intention is wrong in the first place. There is no such thing clear
intention to work in the direction. If later they decide that what they should have intended Y, not X, well that's the rule rule not errata. What do you think? Is there an obvious way in which the second call is wrong? The guardian of the ancestors aligns the table and the text. The D6 is as valid in the book as
d8. This clarification of which of the two sizes to die was correct, not a change of function. True, but at my table D8s prefer more. True, but at my table D8s prefer more. Easy enough is the home rule - do what makes your desk happy. Just saying that it is not errata-nerf to function, just explaining errata
about which of the listed types of die was correct. A direct challenge that would seem to say that it is not the purpose of errata to do anything against the RAI designer, but only to repair faults in editing. However, I suspect one might find ways to finagle that around to show that some fixable faults in editing
would amount to shifting RAW to some RAI anyway. An example of what you're talking about can be found in errata to the infection. Before that, it was legal to read in different ways, and the wording was updated to be unambiguous in terms of what was intended. The size of death for the Ancestors
Keeper is listed differently in the text against the table and the choice that was correct is also an example of correcting conflicts in wording and choice that is correct based on RAI. There is no point. I'm all for the domohole. Disaster - this is what happened with 4e. This led to literally a book of errata
rebalance things and sometimes balance things that errata caused in the first place. What contributed to the reputation of the game is that the books were not complete so why even bother to buy them if you need another book just to fix the first book. WOTC acknowledged the issue early on with 5e
saying the type of errata they'd take wouldn't be this type - where they use errata to balance something by changing the rule completely rather than just clarifying it or correcting typos. I wasn't around when the 5e started so I'll take your word for it that WOTC said they wouldn't make balance errata
changes. You are not wrong, but you also make a slippery slope dispute. One small setting does not mean that they are going now to make radical changes worthy of whole documents or even books. If in the next 18 months we see more changes like this, then we can and should worry that they are
changing course. But I think it would be healthier if we all waited for the next round before getting stressed. What contributed to the reputation of the game is that the books were not complete so why even bother to buy them if you need another book just to fix the first book. Heh Heh... I think that was the
fact you could get every thing in the game through D'D subscription that promoted the belief no one should have bothered to bother any of the actual books. And you got all errata through it on top of it. The last mistakes were in 2018. So 2019 was not errata and you could buy a new PHB, and your link to
last year errata as no little /minor should keep in mind something else. I was thinking about errata, which included, for example, Beastmaster changes (default actions and magic weapon attacks). It's been two years? They started making these kinds of changes years ago. In 2018, they added to a whole
new subsection about the effects that don't fit into DMG. Also, in 2018 they added a new weapon Polearm Master, one handed one when before only 1H weapons were quarterstaff and there were a lot of people thinking to us that this 1H was cheese and disallowing it. Heck, you can go back earlier that
with changes to the unarmed, which used to be melee weapons and then was taken out of that category, which caused a lot of waves of effects. It was one of the first errata documents for PHB, maybe the first. This has been going on for a long time. It is not something new to be outraged or surprised by
now. I kind of think it all meant from the beginning... For me, it's a sequence. I built the characters around RAW just so they closed the DM, which would arbitrarily make rulings so we could have fun, but it's not fun having a player do the same thing you built your whole character around for free because of
some cool rule. The rules, as written, are important because they are written. It's a link. We can go back to them. This is the reason why there is a dispute with this errata right now; people don't like when written things change because the adjustment feels harsh and, for some, unnecessary. DM seems to
talk about session zeroing things out, too. But it's rare for a DM that doesn't strictly adhere to the rules so as not to come up with a ruling by pulling out from outside the books in the middle of the campaign. I can't build character around that. Also, there are some players who will use on-the-fly rulings to
abuse the game, mostly unintentionally, and you make yourself seem amateur at best when you rip their clever decision off them when you realize their strategy is transferred to Let the Master throw a fireball with their high spellslot then let them tiny huts in the BBEG bedroom so they can do it again.
Every fight. I just want to play a vanilla game and not modded to hell and back like one of Bethesda's open world games. Like I said, I understand that. But in my opinion, it appears your problem is not about the rules, or the rules of change, but about you want consistency/predictability in the games you
play. This, IMO, is about you not having (or wanting?) a stable band to play. If you had a stable group with the right understanding among them, then none of this has BUT, that doesn't mean you're doing or or anything wrong. Same here. I've been looking forward to buying a new PHB for years, but every
year or so I hold on to see if there's a new errata-corrige, and always have it, so I haven't bought it yet. At least this year the corrections are really few and insignificant (unlike last year). It's funny that my PHB book is updated every time a new bug is published. I only had to pay for it once... There is no
point. I'm all for the domohole. Disaster - this is what happened with 4e. This led to literally a book of errata rebalance things and sometimes balance things that errata caused in the first place. What contributed to the reputation of the game is that the books were not complete so why even bother to buy
them if you need another book just to fix the first book. WOTC acknowledged the issue early on with 5e saying the type of errata they'd take wouldn't be this type - where they use errata to balance something by changing the rule completely rather than just clarifying it or correcting typos. And how many
years did it happen once? Of course, be concerned, but keep it in perspective. Once every ten years or so is not going to cause a 4E to repeat. Of course, be concerned to voice your concern. But actually, its not (yet) worrying about (in my opinion) the extent to which people are concerned. They started
making these kinds of changes years ago. In 2018, they added to a whole new subsection about the effects that don't fit into DMG. Also, in 2018 they added a new weapon Polearm Master, one handed one when before only 1H weapons were quarterstaff and there were a lot of people thinking to us that
this 1H was cheese and disallowing it. Heck, you can go back earlier that with changes to the unarmed, which used to be melee weapons and then was taken out of that category, which caused a lot of waves of effects. It was one of the first errata documents for PHB, maybe the first. This has been going
on for a long time. It is not something new to be outraged or surprised by now. All these changes fell, in my opinion, under This is what we intended we just accidentally left his level errata. Changing the spear for polearms was clearly a mistake as they had it as a pole arm in beta testing and I think they
just accidentally left it out. The styling looked the same, and the unarmed were an explanation of what the rule already was. None of this is like this change, which is the new rule, completely not part of the intention, tied to something that initially has nothing to do with the spell (caster statistics). And
Crawford said the spell worked the way everyone used it, and so did Merles. So yes, I'm surprised. And I can. concerned about it, thank you. It's okay if it doesn't bother you and I'm not telling you how you should feel about it, so with the talking saying how should I feel about it? All these changes fell, in
my opinion, under This is what we intended we just accidentally left his level errata. Changing the spear for polearms was clearly a mistake as they had it as a pole arm in beta testing and I think they just accidentally left it out. The styling looked the same, and the unarmed were an explanation of what the
rule already was. None of this is like this change, which is the new rule, completely not part of the intention, tied to something that initially has nothing to do with the spell (caster statistics). At least Unarmed was absolutely not what was in the rules. He needs changes in several places, including adding to
a whole new item under the melee attack on page 195 to describe it and how it worked, did the damage, and that you were experienced. Unarmed worked normally as a weapon, he was not incomplete. After publication, it was overworked. And Crawford said the spell worked the way everyone used it,
and so did Merles. So yes, I'm surprised. And I may be concerned about that, thank you. It's okay if it doesn't bother you and I'm not telling you how you should feel about it, so with telling me how should I feel about it? You complained about it was a 4e-style 'errata'. People like them swore they'd never
do it again. . I've said they've been doing this for years, so it's not something new to wonder about. You may also be surprised because it was like Crawford and Myrtles said the spell was working, but you post I wasn't answering about that. My answer is in the context of what you said - 4e style errata.
Let's not forget that with 4e, they issued upgrade rules on a monthly basis. With 5e, it's every few years for basic rules and once if we're lucky for each supplement. You complained about it was a 4e-style 'errata'. People like them swore they'd never do it again. . I've said they've been doing this for years,
so it's not something new to wonder about. Both you and I disagree about them that have been doing that for years, and you have comments from a few others in the topic who also believe that this new kind of errata is different from those others. That's why I'm complaining. That's why they complained.
You don't agree, and that's fine. You may not be surprised that some others are surprised. You may also be surprised because it was like Crawford and Myrtles said the spell was working, but you post I wasn't answering about that. My answer is in the context of what you said - 4e style errata. And it's a
4e style errata, and I wasn't the first person in the subject to describe it that way. You do get that I can have a different view of this than you do, don't you? Let's not forget that with 4e, they updates on a monthly basis. With 5e, it's every few years for basic rules and once if we're lucky for each
supplement. I don't forget that. I'll see it when it happens. If it's over, it's okay. If this is just the beginning though, it could end up being a bigger deal. I think it's fair to point out when that happens though. Page 6 And you and I disagree about them that have been doing that for years, and you have
comments from a few others in the subject that also feel like this new kind of errata is different from those others. That's why I'm complaining. That's why they complained. You don't agree, and that's fine. You may not be surprised that some others are surprised. And it's a 4e style errata, and I wasn't the
first person in the subject to describe it that way. You do get that I can have a different view of this than you do, don't you? Of course, you get to have your own point of view. Of course, since I also called it a 4e style errata, that didn't really address any of the moment I made. We have the same view of it.
A point of contention if 4e style erratas happened before and that you dodge that in every answer. First, it was suddenly changing that your point was that it wasn't the way JC and MM said the spell was running before the ping pong back, and now creating a strawman if it's a 4e-style errata instead of
tackling a point in the same post detailing how they had to make a 4e-style errata change unarmed from the weapon to its own category after the PHB was released. What you don't get to your own facts. They are shared by all, because they exist independently of our opinion. log in or sign up to remove
this ad of course, you get to have your own point of view. Of course, since I also called it a 4e style errata, that didn't really address any of the moment I made. We have the same view of it. A point of contention if 4e style erratas happened before and that you dodge that in every answer. First, it was
suddenly changing that your point was that it wasn't the way JC and MM said the spell was running before the ping pong back, and now creating a strawman if it's a 4e-style errata instead of tackling a point in the same post detailing how they had to make a 4e-style errata change unarmed from the
weapon to its own category after the PHB was released. What you don't get to your own facts. They are shared by all, because they exist independently of our opinion. What is your goal from this line of inquiry? I didn't dodge it, you just didn't like my answer. And I didn't change my point of view, it was
actually part of my answer. So where do you know what you're going to do with that? You answered me to start with, remember butting in my conversation with someone else? I DON'T AGREE WITH THE ASSERTION THAT THEY STARTED DOING THESE THINGS YEARS AGO. If you don't like it
answer then rigidly. Or, to put it another way... Are you biting your thumb at me, sir? Last edited: April 7, 2020 What is your goal with this line of inquiry? I didn't dodge it, you just didn't like my answer. And I didn't change my point of view, it was actually part of my answer. So where do you know what
you're going to do with that? You answered me to start with, remember butting in my conversation with someone else? I DISAGREE WITH YOUR ASSERTION THAT THEY STARTED DOING THESE THINGS YEARS AGO. If you don't like that answer, then tough. Beastmaster seems to have had a
positive effect in errata a couple of years ago. I can't say that this wasn't their design intention, but there was no real sign that they were meant to attack a companion to be magical and the fact that they included a dodge in the initial actions meant they were at least aware of that action. As far as I know,
this is the only time a particular spell got intentionally nerfed through errata, however. It seems a little out of place. I'm reserving my strong emotions for this until they add more salt to this somewhat bitter situation. Only for this one spell, because it was almost universally decided that it is an OP. The
designer's intentions were in combat use, but it was ridiculously better outside the fight. IIRC, Jeremy Crawford proposed this change as a house rule on Twitter just weeks after XGtE came out, due to the number of people seeing abuse. As for the actual nerf, I'm not a fan. It's now still useful in combat,
but the total amount of healing like a 2nd level spell is kinda meh if your ability spells 18-20 (rarely at low levels if the dice rolls are lucky). When up it gets better but then starts to fall at about the 5-6th level slot. While I feel nerf was necessary, I feel it has gone too much different direction, making it sub-
par to higher level characters to use it. Treatment of wounds for 16 major stat 2d8'2 average 11. Healing spirit 3d6, an average of 10.5. One is a melee standard action, one in the bonus action range and requires a bit of time but can be split. With 16 main stat, one 2d8'3, an average of 12. Another 4d6,
averaging 14. It's not half bad and it gets further forward when the upcast or main stat increases. So now it's objectively still a good spell, but not the way overpowered. It's also a blown way out of proportion to call it a 4e style errata. One convict is added here. 4e style was sometimes scratching it all, and
instead ... Also, errata document 4e was 30 pages or so for phb alone ... We have 3 pages now for 5e, which are basically very insignificant. @Mistwell: We can discuss whether any of the the basic rules of errata were rule changes or not until the cows come home. The fact is, there is a precedent for 4e-
style upgrade rules in 5e. Just look at the changes they have made to the Beast Wizard. I remember calling Jeremy on it on Twitter, pointing out what he said He never intended to make a 4e-style rule change for 5e. Don't like the idea of a bunch of errata for the sake of balance coming, but I don't think it
goes as a whole and we get way into the edition. Not sure if it's really a 4e style errata overall though. If it's for the sake of game balance (not that they're tired of answering questions about it or for some other reason), then it looks like this, but... 4e errata was on a massive scale and speed and even re-
errata'ed things, it was also basically never included in the books unlike how they with 5e. 4e immediately made radical changes in mathematics and how everything worked, not to mention completely changing how power worked. This has increased online tools, but things like skills problems have
remained confusing. Man, I bought special editions of the basic rule books because I thought they finished with errata for them. At least PHB has only two very minor changes. Yes, this is one of the less mentioned pros of D'D Beyond: which can be updated with errata as they fix video games. I agree with
others that I don't want to see a 4e style balancing errata, but I'm willing to put that aside in the event of Healing spirit. I have DM 2 games every week and have never seen it thrown into combat since XGE was released. It honestly was leaked on the fun no matter how you handled it. Allow it as written,
and watch it completely unbalance the adventure of the day. Or ban/house rule it out and be prepared for arguments. As someone who doesn't like to run a table like a tyrant or give ultimatums to players about if we run this spell as written, I won't DM this game, it's very helpful and welcome changes.
That's what this is about. I was at GenCon shortly after Jeremy Crawford was declared a sage. He wandered around the DDR playroom, so I went over and talked to him about his philosophy on errata. He said he didn't like the mistake because it broke the player base. Some people don't have access to
the internet or bother checking on errata so it created two different games: one with errata and one without, and players won't know which one was sitting behind. He did not want the 4th edition of the style errata, where every 6 months they made 30 changes in different spells and abilities. I got concerned
because I saw that overpowered things to do with the game, especially in an organized game where DMs had no choice to apply home rules to fix problems and said that a lot of this 4e errata made the game playable. I asked what would happen if something was so broken, it had to be fixed. He said
there would be no balance sheet changes, it was just that they would largely consider whether something had really been broken what's worth hydraulic fracturing player player base This is. He said they would consider leaving the overpowered thing in the game was worse than the problems caused by
the issuance of errata, and if it was, they would fix it. It made me feel better. He said they would consider leaving the overpowered thing in the game was worse than the problems caused by the issuance of errata, and if it was, they would fix it. In fact, the game of distorting the power of a tiny creature
wielding heavy weapons cannot be sustained. In fact, the game of distorting the power of a tiny creature wielding heavy weapons cannot be sustained. Most errata is an explanation in favor of RAW pedants (such as this one) or a typo correction like d6/d8. Balance changes are very rare, and only if they
think that something is very, very wrong. In fact, the game of distorting the power of a tiny creature wielding heavy weapons cannot be sustained. Hope you're just joking, but really there's no harm in fixing bugs like this. It's not breaking the base of players or making anyone's book less useful because
99% of people aren't stupid/shifty enough to read it as of course small creatures can't use heavy weapons but tiny creatures? Of course it makes sense. These fixes don't have to be necessary (and they don't really), but they don't hurt anyone, and when you get a million people playing the game, even
1% can start to become a problem. Hope you're just joking, but really there's no harm in fixing bugs like this. It's not breaking the base of players or making anyone's book less useful because 99% of people aren't stupid/shifty enough to read it as of course small creatures can't use heavy weapons but tiny
creatures? Of course it makes sense. These fixes don't have to be necessary (and they don't really), but they don't hurt anyone, and when you get a million people playing the game, even 1% can start to become a problem. Of course, I'm joking, and I'm offering a line to discuss. Changing heavy weapons
is an example of @Li Shenron said. Common sense RAI all the way through seemed clear (that if little creatures can't use heavy weapons, then tiny creatures also can't use them), but in fact THE RAW was also quite clear in its original form (for what reason, tiny creatures can actually use heavy
weapons). This is a great example of how we make assumptions into a fantasy world that may well be parked at the entrance. From a purely textual point of view, there was nothing faulty about the original RAW. The error corrected it in the RAI, which in this case we seem to agree with. That's why I
prefer to argue that designers don't necessarily have any well-formed intentions for what they wrote in the first Instead, errata should not fix RAW's RAI. The consequences of our position on the job errata trash this topic ... for example, about what happens when we don't have common sense RAI. If it
were for me, I would also do it a little more than just 1'stat, but it's not the exact amount that really defines RAI. I think rai for this spell to be effectively some sort of cure of wounds that sticks around the battlefield for a few rounds, so any computer that needs a bit of healing can go into a spell and get it.
Then, in battle, how long do you think this spell is expected to last? It's a spell of concentration, so there's a risk every round it will sizzle. Maybe if Cleric is good and lucky, he can last the whole fight. But how does the whole fight last? I don't think typical 5e fights last more than 5-6 rounds in most cases.
And once again I believe for rai this spell to be in combat and not in a fight and a few rounds after that. They could add a rule that the spell ends automatically when the meeting ends, but it's really out of touch with Rules 5e. I think the initial maximum duration of 1 minute probably meant grabbing 99.99%
of the fights, but they probably haven't thought about how much extra healing all computers can get each time the fight lasts less than 10 rounds, because if the caster manages to keep the concentration until the end, all remaining duration can be used. The sad reality is that you probably should never
develop a spell like this. Since the mechanics of the spell are based on turns, it won't work well outside the fight when you don't actually have turns, even tho you can replace the turn with 6 seconds. The spell assumes the cost of a PC using their movement, and again you don't really care about the
economics of action when you're out of battle. The spell does not compare properly with prayer healing, which cannot be used in combat and therefore has a very different RAI. Better compare it to the Cure Wounds/ Healing Word at a low level (when healing spirit potentially heals significantly more HP in
total) and then with The Mass Cure Of wounds/ Mass Healing Word at a medium high level, and that's where I see that I would be more generous than 1 Wis, because once you can either throw Mass Cure Wounds (3d8'Wis for all your PCs in most cases) or the extended healing spirit (4d6 multiplied by 1
Wis), then the last amount is already a little behind and you can still lose concentration and the healing extends to a few rounds and the PC needs to use their movement (the only advantage is SoH is more optimized using those healed HP). Why would you compare HS with MCW or MHW Tho? Higher-
level spells are always more effective than lower-level upcast spells. Take a scorching beam compared to a fireball. They're both 8d6 damage, but the SR will only do that damage to one goal and the moment you start spreading it to the more targets you reduce its damage/goal. The only advantage it has



over FB is not friendly fire. The same applies to HS. On the second level, it's more efficient HW/CW is in combat, but gets surpassed by higher-level spells as it should. Of course, I'm joking, and I'm offering a line to discuss. Changing heavy weapons is an example of @Li Shenron said. Common sense
RAI all the way through seemed clear (that if little creatures can't use heavy weapons, then tiny creatures also can't use them), but in fact THE RAW was also quite clear in its original form (for what reason, tiny creatures can actually use heavy weapons). This is a great example of how we make
assumptions into a fantasy world that may well be parked at the entrance. From a purely textual point of view, there was nothing faulty about the original RAW. The error corrected it in THE RAI, which in this case we seem to agree with. That's why I prefer to argue that designers don't necessarily have
any well-formed intentions for what they wrote in the first place. Instead, errata should not fix RAW's RAI. The consequences of our position on the job errata trash this topic ... for example, about what happens when we don't have common sense RAI. I really don't understand if you think the changes are
good or bad. If our common sense already knows how to read a line, why not change it according to the way most people have already read it. I think yo may have accidentally cancelled one of them. Sentinel can be used in reach with errata. Polearm Master can be used with spears with errata. You are
right. I intended maybe no is a typo. I corrected the post. Don't get a shift in monk casting stoneskin from level 11 to 17th, no one ever seems to play a rudimentary monk anyway, and Stoneskin is a pretty lame spell in the 5th, especially compared to previous editions. Same with the change of the water
whip, another minor monk ability, whose game is a violation of ability I completely do not see. They fixed phB horse statistics, but no mule stats don't get a shift in Monk casting Stoneskin from level 11th to 17th, no one ever seems to play a rudimentary monk anyway, and Stoneskin is a pretty lame spell in
the 5th, especially compared to previous editions. I recognize that these changes seem arbitrary. The only thing I can think of is that they found some too broken combos using an 11th level monk stoneskin that no one had seen before. I'll look at what might be broken about this, but I think WoTC just
doesn't like fighting classes lol. Page 7 Doesn't get a shift in monk casting stoneskin from level 11 to 17th, no one ever seems to play a rudimentary monk anyway, and Stoneskin is a pretty lame spell in the 5th, especially compared to previous editions. I found him. They said that in The maximum number
of ki points to spend is 4 at level 11. Now it may have made sense to have a spell unlocked at level 13 where you can spend the required 5 points, but it doesn't align even any of the other features. So unfortunately it seems that this was the result of keeping things in line with pre-set systems and not
overlooking strange emissions. Log in or sign up to remove this Arcane ad shot fix for XGtE is good though; The original was so restrictive I couldn't understand why anyone would play that subclass. I found him. They said that in the table the maximum number of ki points to spend is 4 at level 11. Now it
might make sense to have a spell unlocked at level 13 where you can spend the required 5 ki points, but this is not consistent with any of the other features. So unfortunately it seems that this was the result of keeping things in line with pre-set systems and not overlooking strange emissions. It makes
sense; You wouldn't want to take the power you had to wait for two levels to use. Of course, they could have just made it worth 4 and it's unlikely to make any difference at either level 11 or 17th. Although, as originally written, I would simply accept it as a case of a particular rule, prevailing before the
general and letting it go. I really don't understand if you think the changes are good or bad. If our common sense already knows how to read a line, why not change it according to the way most people have already read it. This can be difficult to explain. In fact, think about what we project on the rules...
and then think about what it might look like if we can put it aside or at least give in to other predictions of equal authenticity. In this case, we project common sense on RAW, which clearly limited small creatures and did not limit tiny creatures. Small creatures are also not tiny, so there are no mechanical
problems with this rule. We happen to all agree that RAW does not correspond to RAI... but it's really because RAI is post-projection. The original RAW is unstable. The problem was that we had expectations that we projected on it. Sometimes RAW is problematic. Let's say if the heavy weapon RAW
failed to list any sizes of creatures? We had no idea how to use it, because to suggest that it meant that all creatures would assume that heavy weapons could not be used at all. This would be an example of RAW, which is problematic even before we project anything onto it. So, errata changes RAW to
what we all felt that must have been intended anyway. But it's only a matter of the features of the worlds that we had in mind that we project on it to give RAI. What happened was that RAW was changed errata. Now it has a completely different meaning, before projecting anything on it. We have never
thought of tiny characters - say they are in our world of magically condensed giant versions of creatures - RAW now stops them with heavy weapons. (Before the house ruling, which is in our world in which all the tiny creatures of tiny giants can mean the return of it to its original text.) I Am I saying that this
change is good or bad, I say that it excludes a really convincing argument that errata can not change RAW. We could say that he should only do this in cases where RAI is a matter of common sense, but I don't think there are clear boundaries... only normal notions of what it can be, which, like many
normal concepts, do not apply at all times and places, to all people. So it's not always clear when changing RAW, which actually changes the game effect of the mechanic, is an RAI correction. I raise this to justify instead of attacking it from another point of view: what we might not want to assume is the
RAI was clear to the designer in the first place if it was not expressed in RAW. The Healing of the Spirit is an example of this IMO. This is different from the heavy weapon errata, because I do not think that change is a normal view of what RAW is designed, because many players chimed to say that they
expected something different. Last edited: April 9, 2020 Here's the case. I was at GenCon shortly after Jeremy Crawford was declared a sage. He wandered around the DDR playroom, so I went over and talked to him about his philosophy on errata. He said he didn't like the mistake because it broke the
player base. Some people don't have access to the internet or bother checking on errata so it created two different games: one with errata and one without, and players won't know which one was sitting behind. He did not want the 4th edition of the style errata, where every 6 months they made 30
changes in different spells and abilities. I got concerned because I saw that overpowered things to do with the game, especially in an organized game where DMs had no choice to apply home rules to fix problems and said that a lot of this 4e errata made the game playable. I asked what would happen if
something was so broken, it had to be fixed. He said there would be no balance sheet changes, it was just that they would largely consider whether something really was broken enough that it was worth tearing up the players' base to fix it. He said they would consider leaving the overpowered thing in the
game was worse than the problems caused by the issuance of errata, and if it was, they would fix it. It made me feel better. A sensible, considered and proportionate approach to the game brand it has control over ... ... How dare he! This can be difficult to explain. In fact, think about what we project on
the rules... and then think about what it might look like if we can put it aside or at least give in to other predictions of equal authenticity. In this case, we project common sense on RAW, which clearly limited small creatures and limited to tiny creatures. Small creatures are also not tiny, so there are no
mechanical problems with this rule. We happen to all agree that RAW is not Rai... but it's really because RAI is post-projection. The original RAW is unstable. The problem was that we had expectations that we projected on it. Sometimes RAW is problematic. Let's say if the heavy weapon RAW failed to
list any sizes of creatures? We had no idea how to use it, because to suggest that it meant that all creatures would assume that heavy weapons could not be used at all. This would be an example of RAW, which is problematic even before we project anything onto it. So, errata changes RAW to what we
all felt that must have been intended anyway. But it's only a matter of the features of the worlds that we had in mind that we project on it to give RAI. What happened was that RAW was changed errata. Now it has a completely different meaning, before projecting anything on it. (Before the house ruling,
which is in our world in which all the tiny creatures of tiny giants can mean the return of it to its original text.) I'm not saying that this change is good or bad, I say that it excludes a really convincing argument that errata can not change RAW. We could say that he should only do this in cases where RAI is a
matter of common sense, but I don't think there are clear boundaries... only normal notions of what it can be, which, like many normal concepts, do not apply at all times and places, to all people. So it's not always clear when changing RAW, which actually changes the game effect of the mechanic, is an
RAI correction. I raise this to justify instead of attacking it from another point of view: what we might not want to assume is the RAI was clear to the designer in the first place if it was not expressed in RAW. The Healing of the Spirit is an example of this IMO. This is different from the heavy weapon errata,
because I do not think that change is a normal view of what RAW is designed, because many players chimed to say that they expected something different. The tiny characters were not an issue from raw's original point of view. There are no tiny PCs according to PHB. Monsters strictly do not follow the
rules of the PC. It was equally valid for the original RAW to allow or not allow the tiny creatures to use heavy weapons because it didn't matter. It was like a Schrodinger cat, it was allowed and banned at the same time. The mistake did not change the cat, but opened the window. Maybe now there are tiny
game races in some book, or won't be later, or enough people are brought up that they play sprite Fairy PC is in the game and wanted to know for sure and now they do. There are still potentially endless vague rules that could be unpacked one day. The tiny characters were not an issue from raw's original
point of view. Raw. not a tiny PC according to PHB. Monsters strictly do not follow the rules of the PC. It was equally valid for the original RAW to allow or not allow the tiny creatures to use heavy weapons because it didn't matter. From any point of view, except for absurdly strict rules-lawyers who
completely ignore all the simulationist aspects of the RPG format in favor of well technical rules do not say no logic, if the whole meaning of weapons having this quality is that it is a heavy weapon and therefore do not use small symbols, it is obvious that a smaller than small character will find it even more
impossible to use. An argument can be made about things that are based on magic, or even just things that are kind of vaguely defined and subject to interpretation, but in this case the metaphor is so obvious that only a deliberate distortion of intent can argue against it. The tiny characters were not an
issue from raw's original point of view. There are no tiny PCs according to PHB. Monsters strictly do not follow the rules of the PC. It was equally valid for the original RAW to allow or not allow the tiny creatures to use heavy weapons because it didn't matter. It was like a Schrodinger cat, it was allowed
and banned at the same time. The mistake did not change the cat, but opened the window. Seeing as your argument here relies on the assertion that monsters who possess weapons do not follow the same rules as PCs, and we are talking here about RAW issues, you will need to invoke the relevant
rules. If you don't, I'll be justified in saying that such RAW does not exist. Thus, the original RAW will allow tiny creatures to use heavy weapons rather than, as you put it, allow or authorize their use at the same time. There are still potentially endless vague rules that could be unpacked one day. That's a
different statement. Your first statement was about being a creature that possesses a weapon to do so under the same rules as a PC. So if the window takes the pike, they may or may not have reached. If you leave aside the current dm powers to change any rule, the default RAW is what the pike's ok
has to achieve with that pike. Taking your point here to be about approving COWTRA (just because the rules haven't banned something doesn't mean it's allowed), and then given what the rules say the pike gives to achieve, we should assume that ok using pike benefits to achieve. What we shouldn't
assume is that orcs with pike benefits finesse, because the rules don't say that orcs with pikes have no sophistication (even if, as soon as possible, they could one day in an unknown future say they are getting finesse). EDIT: Reflecting on how you build your idea here, it's really kind of nice. I like the way
you encourage us to reflect on the past when X didn't exist, referring to the present moment X exists, and realize that there may not have been a need to have rules restricting X then before it existed. All I'm saying is that it's wrong to say in this case that X doesn't exist then, or at least put the onus on you
to show some evidence for your claim that it's not.) EDIT2: I think this issue is becoming controversial, given that magic can make a PC tiny. Last edited: April 12, 2020 From any point of view, except for the absurdly strict rules-lawyers, which completely ignores all the simulationist aspects of the format
RPG in favor of well technical rules do not say no logic, if the whole meaning of weapons having this quality is that it is a heavy weapon and therefore do not use small symbols, then obviously that less than a small character will find it even more impossible. An argument can be made about things that
are based on magic, or even just things that are kind of vaguely defined and subject to interpretation, but in this case the metaphor is so obvious that only a deliberate distortion of intent can argue against it. It's a strange argument to bring in at this point. I'm definitely speaking in terms of attorney's rules. I
point out that the simulationist argument is based on an unwritten consensus that is being modeled. This makes it subjective. Objectively, the original RAW entails only the fact that small creatures can not use heavy weapons. I've already recognized common sense, and it has nothing to do with what's
interesting about the discussion at hand. Which is totally focused on what work errata is justified to do? Previously in the thread there was a paragraph made that errata is unjustified in changing the rules. The value of the example of heavy weapons lies in how it stands as opposed to the example of
healing the spirit. We agree only on common sense that tiny creatures should never have been able to use heavy weapons. So the mistake seems fine. But not all players agree that the healing spirit should be 1'mod uses. So errata seems ... Not okay? I am in detail so that others who have joined the
thread at this stage can avoid misrepresenting what is being said. Objectively, the original RAW entails only the fact that small creatures can not use heavy weapons. RAW, anything that is not a player's character, cannot use a weapon not listed in his stat block. Since there are no tiny PCs, no tiny
creature can use a weapon not in its stat block (such as sprite bows). RAW, anything that is not a player's character, cannot use a weapon not listed in his stat block. Since there are no tiny PCs, no tiny creature can use a weapon not in its stat block (such as sprite bows). which is the target of a spell or
other magical effect, can be tiny. So, with the mind of whether errata should change the rules, imagine the next DMD (mirror world DD) has sizes smue and w. Smue creatures have properties that small ones do in the DMO, except that they can use heavy weapons. Tu creatures have properties that are
tiny to do in the DSO, except that they can use heavy weapons. (In DMD, only mue creatures cannot use heavy weapons.) 1) Some time after liberation, errata is published in D'Dm saying that the tu creatures can not use heavy weapons. Should the restriction of heavy weapons also be applied to smue
creatures, even if they are not specified? 2) A little later, errata is published in D'Dm say that the previous errata is erased and smue creatures can not use heavy weapons. Should the restriction of heavy weapons be applied to bale creatures, even if this error wiped out the previous one, and before that
they could use them? Perhaps thinking about smue and w creatures we can see that assuming that anything that limits the former limits the latter (probably inconsistently) makes a hidden rule. What Bjork and Holopainen would call an exogenous rule. This is the rule we add to the game aka the house
rule. I'm not saying it's wrong to have exogenous rules. First, it would be impossible to understand the rules of RPG, if we did not hang into it a number of hidden rules. @Envisioner it is right to note that there are simulationist aspects of the DMO that should inform our interpretations. The risk is that
because these assumptions are hidden, we don't know for sure that we share the same: almost certainly we don't. I question if it really works errata to re-enact our hidden rules? What if my hidden rule is different from yours? Are we happy to say that all errata needs to do is please the majority? Of
course, the pleasant majority of underdetermines work errata. Perhaps sending us all the ice cream will please us more... but sending us ice cream wouldn't errata? So clearly errata has work to do, for a pleasant majority. RAW, anything that is not a player's character, cannot use a weapon not listed in
his stat block. Since there are no tiny PCs, no tiny creature can use a weapon not in its stat block (such as sprite bows). MM states (very reasonably, I might add) that the DM can exchange weapons carried and armor worn. Where did the idea that a creature can't use anything listed coming from? MM
states (very reasonably, I might add) that the DM can exchange weapons carried and armor worn. Where did the idea that a creature can't use anything listed coming from? Where to say what they can? Sprite can only use the 2H sword if the DM says they can use the sword 2H. If the DM wants to make
a meaningless ruling they are free to do so but the player cannot that it is RAW that their sprite is familiar can use the sword 2H. Hence the error. To provide the edge of the case when the computer somehow becomes tiny. I believe you may have missed what I am Discuss. It's not about the
reasonableness of tiny creatures that don't own heavy weapons. All that needs to be recognized in this regard is that before errata, without hidden rules (common sense), only small creatures were prevented by RAW from wielding heavy weapons. This does not mean that the rules have to play this way
or even made the most sense that way, it just means that literally RAW entails just that. The reason for this interesting case is precisely because everyone agrees on RAI (including me). I suggest that this means that we are all happy for the errata to change RAW as long as we agree on RAI. And when
we don't agree on RAI then? Don't we still be so excited for the errata change RAW. There is clear evidence in this topic that this is not the case. That's what I'm discussing. I would go from laser-focused to RAI to tiny creatures. It really doesn't matter, apart from the most basic, rule-ish concessions.
Where to say what they can? Sprite can only use a 2H sword if the DM says they can use a sword 2H. If the DM wants to make a meaningless ruling they are free to do so, but the player can't claim that it's RAW that their sprite is familiar can use the sword 2H. I so believe that you at least recognize that
the original RAW allowed a PC that was magicked into a tiny creature (without changing their race or class , or PC-Ness) to own heavy weapons, even if we all agree that rai was different than this? Having posted my post immediately above. Page 8 All that needs to be recognized in this regard is that
before errata, without hidden rules (common sense), only small creatures were prevented by RAW from owning heavy weapons. No, I want to point out all creatures that are not PC RAW banned (because this was never included in the first place) from the use of any weapon if the stat unit or DM says
otherwise. log in or sign up to remove this ad No, I want to say all creatures that are not PC RAW banned (because of this were never included in the first place) from using any weapons if the stat unit or DM says otherwise. I disagree and disagree. As long as the computer can be tiny by magic, that is all
that is needed for an argument. Your point is much more general as it will apply to all the size of the creature and all the properties of the weapon. It's a strange argument to bring in at this point. I'm definitely speaking in terms of attorney's rules. I point out that the simulationist argument is based on an
unwritten consensus that is being modeled. This makes it subjective. Objectively, the original RAW entails only the fact that small creatures can not use heavy weapons. Really? You think the rules should say bluntly: This is intended imitation of realistic physics when it doesn't specifically indicate that
magic or the like unrealistic cases? Most people are just fine with that being an unwritten consensus. Objective and subjective should not be absolute binary; things can be subjectively agreed to be mostly objective more or less, and people who are not rules attorneys (or actual attorneys) tend to be good
with that. The value of the example of heavy weapons lies in how it stands as opposed to the example of healing the spirit. We agree only on common sense that tiny creatures should never have been able to use heavy weapons. So the mistake seems fine. But not all players agree that the healing spirit
should be 1'mod uses. So errata seems ... Not okay? It's much harder to make a common-sense argument about spells, since they clearly work by magic rather than physics. I mean, I'm fine with Pixie having the ability to use heavy weapons, in part because she has magic and she can sprinkle pixie dust
on an 80-pound mattok, so her 8-ounce self can lift it up. But it's because she's an elf, not because she's a tiny creature. Obviously, most tiny creatures have to obey physics, even if a few specific ones don't. I am in detail so that others who have joined the thread at this stage can avoid misrepresenting
what is being said. It's definitely good policy, I'll give you credit for that one, even if my general statement is that you're being a trifle funny in your pickiness. 1) Some time after liberation, errata is published in D'Dm saying that the tu creatures can not use heavy weapons. Should the restriction of heavy
weapons also be applied to smue creatures, even if they are not specified? The size categories in the standard DDD are understandablely presented as a continuum - all creatures effectively have size stats, while tiny creatures are a size 1, Small have a size 2, mediums are a size 3. If THEMD came out
and said that all creatures with size 2 stats were now considered Smue instead of small, and all creatures with tiny sizes now th instead of Tiny, then nothing would change because of these different names. If, on the other hand, the meaning of the change is to understand with the implied size numbers,
and Smue and W were just arbitrary categories like Elf and Orc, and now you have a human weapon that clearly cannot be used by orcs, and you would argue about whether they were also intended not to be used by elves... is that where you go with this? I'm confused. It seems that you want to come up
with a basic rule that does not depend on the reality that it illustrates, but if it is really your goal, the only question I can ask is: Why on Earth are you Do you want that? No, I want to point out all creatures that are not PC RAW banned (because this was never included in the first place) from the use of any
weapon if the stat unit or DM says otherwise. For what purpose is this statement approved how in the context of the discussion about how we want to view errata when RAI was fully understood, and in the management of the game itself? Maybe I skimmed it, but I don't understand why you feel the need
to put forward such claims size categories in standard DDDs set out as a continuum - all creatures effectively have size statistics, and tiny creatures have a size 1, small ones have a size 2, the average are size 3. If THEMD came out and said that all creatures with size 2 stats were now considered Smue
instead of small, and all creatures with tiny sizes now th instead of Tiny, then nothing would change because of these different names. If, on the other hand, the meaning of the change is to understand with the implied size numbers, and Smue and W were just arbitrary categories like Elf and Orc, and now
you have a human weapon that clearly cannot be used by orcs, and you would argue about whether they were also intended not to be used by elves... is that where you go with this? I'm confused. It seems that you want to come up with a basic rule that does not depend on the reality that it illustrates, but
if it is really your goal, the only question I can ask is: Why on Earth do you ever want this?. I think what you're saying here is that there is a model of ascending numbers for sizes, and it is in obedience to this model that we have installed THE RAI (and more recently, errata). So the question would be, why
not go the other way? Why not say that seeing as 3 also next to 2, we should expect to see errata bringing medium creatures into the family not heavy weapons users? I don't think it really can be about scale or numbers. It's more about the big one. Heaviness is associated in our minds with great, so if a
trifle can't use a heavy thing, then an even smaller thing certainly shouldn't be able to. We bring that into the game as a consequence of what we see in the rl: a simulationist argument that you previously raised. And yet, the game is not rl and has some deep points of difference from the rl. The basic rule
I'm looking for is what separates cases? It's much harder to make a common-sense argument about spells, since they clearly work by magic rather than physics. I mean, I'm fine with Pixie having the ability to use heavy weapons, in part because she has magic and she can sprinkle pixie dust on an 80-
pound mattok, so her 8-ounce self can lift it up. But it's because she's an elf, not because she's a tiny creature. Obviously, most tiny creatures have to obey physics, even if a few specific ones don't. It may be, but maybe something else is going on. I think actually that most people see this as common
sense to change the spirit The difference is that where the change of tiny is very narrow and chimes well with common sense, he he it is difficult to apply the intuition of common sense to the number of heals the spell should afford. Is 1'mod right, maybe 1'mod'2 would be better? How about 4? It feels
pretty arbitrary. Maybe the individual's case is not about if the change is justified, but about whether there is any friction with intuition? This would say that it is normal for errata to change RAW (if you accept my argument that devoid of common sense tiny change is actually a change of RAW) as long as
the change is completely uncontentious. Thus, the justifiable rule change in errata is one where both the motive for change, and the change itself, chime with almost all common sense. It would say that errata should be completely conservative in their rule changes. It should not have touched the spirit of
healing if the design was found that perfectly chimed with intuition. On the other hand, it was normal to fix the tiny, because the motif and design chimed with everyone's intuition. So to be clear, I suggest that the kind of rule change errata can do exactly so that the rule should be changed should be a
matter of common sense Mechanical revision of the rule should be a matter of common sense That is, errata should take a completely conservative approach to changing the rules. Many of the rule fixes found in Sage Advice, and almost all of Arkan's unearthed, will fail this test. Changing the limitation of
heavy weapons to also apply to tiny creatures is an example of a change that passes the test, and this is because it fits like one. and 2. Above. The implication is that I say that contrary to the feelings of some posters (that I sympathize) it is actually normal for errata to change the rules. Taking common
sense here means - matches the intuition of almost everyone, probably because it appeals to some very consistent references, found in our common experience. So the question would be, why not go the other way? Why not say that seeing as 3 also next to 2, we should expect to see errata bringing
medium creatures into the family not heavy weapons users? I don't think it really can be about scale or numbers. It's more about the big one. Heaviness is associated in our minds with great, so if a trifle can't use a heavy thing, then an even smaller thing certainly shouldn't be able to. The first part of this
sounded like a ridiculous question that no one should ever have thought to ask, but then in the last part you quite effectively answer yourself. It may be, but maybe something else is going on. I think, really, that most people see this as common sense to change the spirit of healing. I have no idea, from the
top of my head, that healing the Spirit is at its very does, besides that, obviously a healing spell. So I don't think the fix might be common sensic if it's something like every person who enters the field gets healed, and and someone's reaction is to constantly step in and out of the box over and over again to
try to get more healing than they should. Common sense says that this kind of thing probably shouldn't work, but other than that, the consequences of spells usually need to be laid out, and there won't be many really reasonable assumptions that we can make about them. Indeed, often the common-sense
response is clearly contrary to the text of the spell, for example, with Vicious Mockery saying that the victim doesn't really need to be able to understand your words, in order to accept mental harm and suffer at a disadvantage because you ridiculed them. Common sense suggests that should not work,
and thus the spell was clearly undoing common sense, probably for the reasons of the balance of the game. (What's kinda too bad, because if it weren't for it, it would have made the languages more mechanically relevant, and would have meant that this extremely useful spell is limited by its inability to
apply to thoughtless monsters, which would make it a less obvious choice to give every bard this super-useful spell as one of their famous cantrips.) What purpose does this statement serve, both in the context of the debate about how we want to view errata when RAI was fully understood and in the
management of the game itself? Maybe I skimmed it, but I don't understand why you feel the need to make such claims It's simple and surveillance. As for RAW, there is no difference between an orts and a wolf. DM can give the orc different weapons and armor, they can give the wolf a variety of
weapons and armor. There is no rule to have hands in order to use a weapon or must have a body in order to wear armor. Such things are entirely dependent on DM application of a certain degree of common sense. RAW just doesn't work. It's simple and observation. As for RAW, there is no difference
between an orts and a wolf. DM can give the orc different weapons and armor, they can give the wolf a variety of weapons and armor. There is no rule to have hands in order to use a weapon or must have a body in order to wear armor. Such things are entirely dependent on DM application of a certain
degree of common sense. RAW just doesn't work. Don't you think that these reasonings can equally apply to the size of beings? That is, on the same grounds that I could assume that if small creatures can't use heavy weapons, even smaller creatures also can't (common sense) I might also assume that
an orc can pick up a fallen pike, and if it does that pike retains, and the cok can use it to reach property (also common sense)? I want to point out that I do not dispute the question of if orcs can use pikes, but on the question if we can be safe in making calls to Meaning? On the evidence so far, you have
resisted the orc to benefit from reaching out to the pike. It would also mean that The MM creature that took the heavy weapon would disapply that property. Or, contrary to common sense, they can't pick it up, or if they can they can't own it. I thought they said they would only be figuring out the
misunderstandings in 5E. Did I just miss it before - I admit, given their say they don't do 4E-style errata, I've been paying as little attention to them. I mean, it's a giant nerf for healing the Spirit right there, and no doubt 4E-style, because it wasn't just a missing text, or a misunderstanding. So, given your
position here, you agree the following Errata can change the rules (nerfing or polishing them) provided that these changes only read that the rule should be changed must fit everyone's intuition, i.e. be a matter of common sense Mechanical revision rules must exactly comply with the RAI all already
played, ie the way to be guided by common sense That is, many of the rules of correction found in Sage Advice, and almost all of the excavated Arcanes, will not succeed in this test. Changing the limitation of heavy weapons to also apply to tiny creatures is an example of a change that passes the test,
and this is because it fits like one. and 2. Above. On the other hand, it is unlikely that spells can ever pass the test above, so changing the healing spirit is not an issue for errata: it should have been in Sage Advice. Sound doesn't it? Don't you think that these reasonings can equally apply to the size of
beings? Of course it should be. But it's aint RAW. I want to point out that I do not dispute the question of if orcs can use pikes, but the question is, should we be safe in making appeals to common sense? No, because not everyone has it. But RAW is not safe. There are no safe options. On the evidence
so far, you have resisted the orc to benefit from reaching out to the pike. It will also mean that the tiny MM WHO took the heavy weapon would disapply that property. Or, contrary to common sense, they can't take it away, or if they can they can't own it. Common sense tells us bears can't use heavy
weapons either. But none of them are RAW. But the rules in PHB are for players, not creatures. It's simple and observation. As for RAW, there is no difference between an orts and a wolf. DM can give the orc different weapons and armor, they can give the wolf a variety of weapons and armor. There is no
rule to have hands in order to use a weapon or must have a body in order to carry Such things are entirely dependent on DM application of a certain degree of common sense. RAW just doesn't work. Okay, so your point is just that RAW RAW not enough to run a close-knit game. DMs need to apply the
rules not in RAW (for example, needing a hand to own a gun) for the game to hang together 100%. Because Barding shows us that armor is a thing for beasts, and I'm not familiar with any military horse or mastiff that starts with armor. And I would be shocked if people put forward that ok only own
Greataxes and no other weapons. What makes me think that you're doing such an extreme position is just to emphasize the stupidity that can come from a game run 100% raw and nothing else. Okay, so your point is just that RAW alone isn't enough to run a cohesive game. In 5E, this is certainly true,
given how minimalist the approach to the rules was. 3.5 gets a lot closer to what I would call a complete set of rules that you could put into a computer game or something and their actually work with the minimum additional coding needed. And I would be shocked if people put forward that ok only own
Greataxes and no other weapons. I don't understand why they should be experienced with anything other than maybe a club. Orcs do not use daggers or such; knowledge is a degree of practice and familiarity that requires effort for development, and a horde of tribal predators in the outback probably
does not have time for such. I don't understand why they should be experienced with anything other than maybe a club. Orcs do not use daggers or such; knowledge is a degree of practice and familiarity that requires effort for development, and a horde of tribal predators in the outback probably does not
have time for such. I see no reason they couldn't pick up other weapons knowledge, I mean its unlikely they would have some exotic things like spears, or specialized weapons troops. But it's a short jump from a knife-wielding to a dagger. Anyway, my orcs have that double Klingon thingy, so... I don't
understand why they should be experienced with anything other than maybe a club. Orcs do not use daggers or such; knowledge is a degree of practice and familiarity that requires effort for development, and a horde of tribal predators in the outback probably does not have time for such. But do they
have time for massive steel axes? Spears, clubs and poles would be more suitable for tribal predators Greataxes are weapons of war. And if they can make Greataxes, they can make and use other weapons too. Anyway, my orcs have that double Klingon thingy, so... Double orc axe? XD But do they
have time for massive steel axes? Spears, clubs and poles would be more suitable for tribal predators Greataxes are weapons of war. And if they can make Greataxes, they can make and use other weapons too. This is a case where it depends in part what version of fluff you follow. Many recent images
of images Orcs go down a tribal path, which I think is influenced by Warcraft more than anything else, but the original inspiration was Tolkien, in which the orcs (particularly Uruk-Hai) largely existed only to make a war, so it makes sense for them to focus first on the use of weapons. Their racial fetish for
the greataxe is partly a symbolic thing, similar to dwarves with axes and hammers, as well as a reflection of game mechanics - the semi-orts get the extra damage to die the same size for their critical hits, so they're the only band that usually wants a 1d12 greataxe instead of a 2d6 big sword. It makes
sense that similar logic will be transferred to the orcs, even if the Monster Guide does not give them brutal Critical abilities for reasons of game balance. Double orc axe? XD this is a case where it depends in part on what version of fluff you follow. A lot of recent images of orcs go the tribal route, which I
think is influenced by Warcraft more than anything else in the world, but the original inspiration was Tolkien, in which the orcs (particularly Uruk-Hai) pretty much existed just to make a war, so it makes sense for them to focus first on the use of weapons. Their racial fetish for the greataxe is partly a
symbolic thing, similar to dwarves with axes and hammers, as well as a reflection of game mechanics - the semi-orts get the extra damage to die the same size for their critical hits, so they're the only band that usually wants a 1d12 greataxe instead of a 2d6 big sword. It makes sense that similar logic will
be transferred to the orcs, even if the Monster Guide does not give them brutal Critical abilities for reasons of game balance. Tolkien orcs are master industrialists. They can make any weapon or armor, in huge quantities and quickly. So, given your position here, you agree the following Errata can change
the rules (nerfing or polishing them) provided that these changes only read that the rule should be changed should fit everyone's intuition, i.e. be a matter of common sense Mechanical revision of the rules must exactly conform to the RAI all already playing, i.e. the way common sense is guided that is,
errata must adopt a completely conservative approach to changing the rules. Many of the rule fixes found in Sage Advice, and almost all of Arkan's unearthed, will fail this test. Changing the limitation of heavy weapons to also apply to tiny creatures is an example of a change that passes the test, and this
is because it fits like one. and 2. Above. On the other hand, it is unlikely that spells can ever pass the test above, so changing the spirit of healing is not an issue for errata: it should be in Sage Advice. Sound doesn't it? I wouldn't really agree with that. My position is more and less firm. My questions here
stem from the wotC stated position, which is that they will not 4E-style nerfs/buffs to 5E via errata. This means that it is very simple one thing for 5E - errata should only correct typos or gross lack of clarity (which is essentially a complex form of typo). All about intuition and so on? No. It allows for all sorts
of crazy stupid things. That's a mistake. Sage Tips is not errata. It's just Jeremy Crawford's opinion. He's a good man, he's a smart man. I like Jeremy Crawford. He's also easily the best sage that Sage Advice has ever had, of course, in the last thirty years (god some things in 2E were awful - a lot of it
was actually straight up the rules wrong and even actually the opening of PHB/DMG showed that). But it's a very, very low bar. It's like a 30cm hurdle (12 inches for Americans). I don't mind what they say in Sage Advice. I don't even mind that they put it in the PDF. Because neither I nor other DMs play
are bound by him, and it even strongly suggested we follow it (thank goodness). I don't mind it, even if it sometimes makes me roll my eyes. I object a bit when Jeremy Crawford says that people ignore the rules when in fact they just interpret them differently to him, but I feel like he basically does it in a
playful way, so it's not that bad. The found Arkana is not mistaken either. They can do whatever the hell they like with UA, and you know what? I support them. Much. The great class feature of THE UA options was great. If they put that in a book, or even an official PDF, and it becomes official, great. And
groups can use it or not, because this is how the content works in 5E. It is no more bug than Xanathar is errata, or Eberron is errata. Error.
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